
 
UMSL Art Education Unit Template 

Teacher Name: Andrea Tharian 
Subject: Art 
Grade Level: 6th  
Unit Title: Contemporary African-American Artists  
Enduring Concept/ Big Idea: Equality, Creation, Point of View 
Essential Question(s): What does it mean to be an artist of color in America today? How does race and cultural 
identity influence an artist’s practice? How do artists work? How do artists and designers determine whether a 
particular direction in their work is effective? How do artists and designers learn from trial and error? 
Unit Rationale: Inequality continues to exists in America today. As an educator, it is my job to not only tell the 
stories of white male artists, but let multiple voices be heard. If students understand the value of having 
different backgrounds and diversity within their school (and later workplace, home, place of worship, etc) then 
hopefully they can grow up to become compassionate and empathetic members of society.  
Unit Objectives 
Art Development and Production: The student will learn how to communicate ideas through artwork using a 
range of media techniques and subject matter.  
Art History and Culture: The student will learn about the identities of various artists and their reason for 
making work. 
Art Criticism and Aesthetics: The student will learn how a viewer’s background and perspective influences 
their interpretation of a work of art.  
Art Development and Production Objective Standards 
Core Arts Standard(s): 
VA:Cr.1.2.6a Anchor Standard 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work. Formulate an artistic 
investigation of personally relevant content for creating art. 
Anchor Standard #2. Organize and develop artistic ideas and work. 
VA:Cr.2.1.6a Anchor Standard 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work. Demonstrate openness in 
trying new ideas, materials, methods, and approaches in making works of art and design. 
VA:Cr3.1.6a Anchor Standard 3: Refine and complete artistic work. Reflect on whether personal artwork 
conveys the intended meaning and revise accordingly. 
Missouri Learning Standard(s): 
English Language Art: Writing 2.A. Approaching the Task as a Writer, Development. Follow a writing process 
to produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, style, and voice are appropriate 
to the task, purpose, and audience; develop writing with narrative, expository, and argumentative techniques. b. 
Expository: Develop informative/explanatory writing to examine a topic with relevant facts, examples, and 
details.  
Show-Me Standard(s): 
2. the principles and elements of different art forms  
4. interrelationships of visual and performing arts and the relationships of the arts to other disciplines  
Missouri GLE(s): 
Strand I: Product/Performance 
A. Sculpture, Ceramics, Other Media 
2. Select and apply three-dimensional media, techniques, and processes to communicate ideas and solve 
challenging visual art problems. Create a relief artwork by joining two or more surfaces (e.g., natural or 
manufactured clays, paper pulp, cardboard, found materials) 
A. Subject Matter: Fine Art 
3. Communicate ideas about subject matter and themes in artworks created for various purposes 
Create original artwork using the following subjects: realistic portrait 
B. Painting 1. Select and apply two-dimensional media, techniques, and processes to communicate ideas and 



solve visual art problems. Using opaque paint, overlap brush strokes to create a smooth and even area of color.  
B. Subject Matter: Functional Art 3. Communicate ideas about subject matter and themes in artworks created 
for various purposes. Illustrate text.  
C. Theme 3. Communicate ideas about subject matter and themes in artworks created for various purposes. 
Create an original artwork that communicates ideas about the following theme: personal identity.  
Strand II: Elements and Principles  
B. Shapes 1. Select and use elements of art for their effect in communicating ideas through artwork. Identify 
and use complex shapes such as people, animals and vehicles. 
F. Value 1. Select and use elements of art for their effect in communicating ideas through artwork. Identify and 
demonstrate color value (tints and shades) 
G. Space 1. Select and use elements of art for their effect in communicating ideas through artwork. Identify and 
use shape, line, and size contrast. 
F. Proportion 2. Select and use principles of art for their effect in communicating ideas through artwork. Create 
facial features in realistic proportion.  
Art History and Culture Objective Standards 
Core Arts Standard(s): 
VA:Pr6.1.6a Anchor Standard 6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work. Share. Assess, 
explain, and provide evidence of how museums or other venues reflect history and values of a community. 
VA:Re.7.1.6a Anchor Standard 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work. Identify and interpret works of art or 
design that reveal how people live around the world and what they value. 
Show-Me Standard(s): 
5. visual and performing arts in historical and cultural contexts 
Missouri GLE(s): 
Strand V: Historical and Cultural Contexts 
B. Characteristics of Artworks 1. Compare and contrast artworks from different historical time periods and/or 
cultures. Compare and contrast two artworks on: Time, Place, Subject matter, Media, Use of elements, Theme, 
Purpose of art in culture, Use of materials and technology. 
Art Criticism and Aesthetics Objective Standards 
Core Arts Standard(s): 
VA:Re8.1.6a Anchor Standard 8: Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.  Interpret art by distinguishing 
between relevant and non-relevant contextual information and analyzing subject matter, characteristics of form 
and structure, and use of media to identify ideas and mood conveyed. 
VA:Cn11.1.6a Anchor Standard 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical 
context to deepen understanding. Analyze how art reflects changing times, traditions, resources, and cultural 
uses. 
Show-Me Standard(s): 
3. the vocabulary to explain perceptions about and evaluations of works in dance, music, theater and visual arts  
Missouri GLE(s): 
Strand III: Artistic Perceptions  
A. Art Criticism 2. Analyze and evaluate art using art vocabulary. Identify the type of artwork. Identify and 
explain symbolism or message communicated in an artwork. Match the artwork with an aesthetic theory: 
Showing a real or idealized image of life, expressing feelings, emphasis on elements and principles, serving a 
purpose in society or culture.  
Unit Cross-Curricular and Interdisciplinary Connections: African American History (Civil Rights movement, 
LA Riots, Black Lives Matter) 
Unit Vocabulary: Portraiture, Identity, Performance Art, Positive/Negative Space, Narrative, Race, 
Contemporary Art, Immigration, Collaboration, Collage, Accessibility, Perspective, Point of view, 
Primary/Secondary/Tertiary/Complementary colors, Facial proportions,  
Number and Titles of Lessons in Unit: Soundsuits and Sculpture!, A Narrative Self-Portrait, Positive and 
Negative Space Silhouette, The Poster Project 



Pre-Assessment: Bellringers 
Formative Assessment(s): Use of exit slips, class discussions, finished projects with rubrics for grading 
Summative/Post-Assessment: Artist statements  
 
 
Lesson Title: Soundsuits and Sculpture! 
Lesson Objectives 
Core Arts Standard(s):  
VA:Cr.2.1.6a Anchor Standard #2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work. Investigate. Demonstrate 
openness in trying new ideas, materials, methods, and approaches in making works of art and design. 
VA:Cr3.1.6a Anchor Standard 3: Refine and complete artistic work. Reflect - refine - continue. Reflect on 
whether personal artwork conveys the intended meaning and revise accordingly. 
VA:Re.7.1.6a Anchor Standard 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work. Identify and interpret works of art or 
design that reveal how people live around the world and what they value. 
VA:Cn11.1.6a Anchor Standard 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical 
context to deepen understanding. Analyze how art reflects changing times, traditions, resources, and cultural 
uses. 
Show-Me Standard(s): 
3. the vocabulary to explain perceptions about and evaluations of works in dance, music, theater and visual arts 
4. interrelationships of visual and performing arts and the relationships of the arts to other disciplines  
Missouri GLE(s):  
Strand I: Product/Performance A. Sculpture, Ceramics, Other Media 
2. Select and apply three-dimensional media, techniques, and processes to communicate ideas and solve 
challenging visual art problems. Create a relief artwork by joining two or more surfaces (e.g., natural or 
manufactured clays, paper pulp, cardboard, found materials) 
Strand III: Artistic Perceptions A. Art Criticism 2. Analyze and evaluate art using art vocabulary. Identify the 
type of artwork. Identify and explain symbolism or message communicated in an artwork. Match the artwork 
with an aesthetic theory: Showing a real or idealized image of life, expressing feelings, emphasis on elements 
and principles, serving a purpose in society or culture.  
DOK Level: All levels present.  
Level One: Identify, Name 
Level Two: Infer, Distinguish 
Level Three: Compare, Construct, Critique 
Level Four: Analyze, Apply Concepts, Synthesize, Design 
Formative Assessment(s): Mask Project with affiliated grading rubric 
Number of Days in Lesson: 5 
Lesson Vocabulary: Identity, Race, Contemporary Art, Performance Art 
Artist(s) or Artwork(s) Being Covered: Nick Cave, Soundsuits, identity, performance art 
Great Resource from Seattle Art Museum: 
http://www.seattleartmuseum.org/Documents/NickCaveResourceGuide.pdf 
 
 
Lesson Title: Soundsuits and Sculpture! 
Day: 1 of 5 
Technology Requirements: Smartboard/Projector, Computer 
Art Supply Materials: Sketchbooks, Pencils 
Other Resource Requirements: N/A 
Health or Safety Concerns: N/A 
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: Stop periodically to check for understanding by asking class 

http://www.seattleartmuseum.org/Documents/NickCaveResourceGuide.pdf


questions/comments throughout lesson. Use Think-Pair-Share for those who do not enjoy class discussion. 
Differentiation for Students Who Excel: Encourage students to take notes during the lecture regarding the 
imagery and videos to help record their own thoughts.  
Bellringer: Written on board for students: “Identity. What does this word mean to you? Write associations of 
this word in your sketchbook or sketch imagery related to your ideas of identity.” 
Motivational Activity/Strategy: Nick Cave’s Soundsuits are often viewed as playful and fun. After students hear 
more about the artist’s intention behind the suits, will it change their perception about the artwork? Is the 
artist’s intent always clear or understood by the viewer? 
 
Visit to SLAM if this work is on view: 
http://emuseum.slam.org:8080/emuseum/view/objects/asitem/search@/0?t:state:flow=38f766e3-b5bb-4f2b-888
8-c12928b81180 
Learning Activities:  
Bellringer (5 min) 
Intro to Nick Cave: (1 min) 
Before giving students any background about the artist, project this image on the board:  
http://media2.artspace.com/media/nick_cave/soundsuit_1/nick_cave_soundsuit_1_1024x768.jpg 

 
Ask students to look at the work silently for one minute. Students are allowed to write responses/ideas but NO 
TALKING. 
Questions for Think-Pair-Share groups: (5 min) 
Ask students to describe the Soundsuit using each of their five senses: sight, sound, smell, touch, and taste. 
How would it feel to touch this work of art? What would it sound like? What would it feel like to wear this 
suit? What materials does the artist use? Is it hard to tell who is wearing this costume? Is it a man or woman? 
How can you tell? What do you think this artwork is about? Does it look like a costume/artwork or both?  
 
Brief class discussion/shareout from Think-Pair-Share groups (5-10 min depending on size of class) 
 
Show students video clips of Nick Cave’s work (5 min):  
https://art21.org/watch/exclusive/nick-cave-thick-skin-short/ (Time: 2:48) 
http://www.jackshainman.com/artists/nick-cave/ (Time 0:23) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwupTQt9zxY (Time 1:49) 
 
Questions for Class Discussion: (15 min) 
After hearing the artist speak about his work, does this change any of your thoughts or ideas about what the 
work is about? People tend to think of the Soundsuits as playful and light-hearted. Would you agree/disagree?  
 
Deliver Powerpoint on upcoming project containing details of assignment and student examples (10 min): 

- Each student will create a mask centered around the word “identity” 
- Five class periods to complete the project 

http://media2.artspace.com/media/nick_cave/soundsuit_1/nick_cave_soundsuit_1_1024x768.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwupTQt9zxY
http://emuseum.slam.org:8080/emuseum/view/objects/asitem/search@/0?t:state:flow=38f766e3-b5bb-4f2b-8888-c12928b81180
https://art21.org/watch/exclusive/nick-cave-thick-skin-short/
http://emuseum.slam.org:8080/emuseum/view/objects/asitem/search@/0?t:state:flow=38f766e3-b5bb-4f2b-8888-c12928b81180
http://www.jackshainman.com/artists/nick-cave/


- Mask to be worn on head but does not have to be a face, can be abstract design, however student will 
need to be able to see out of it while being worn 

- Mask will be made of paper-mache and painted, additional elements can be added to mask as long as it 
is structurally sound 

- Sketches/preliminary drawings will be assessed 
- Need to think about all views of head/object: front, back, sides (shown in drawings) 
- How does the word “identity” relate to your mask? One page artist statement required. 

 
Clean Up (2 min) 
Cleanup Procedures: Pencils back in containers, stools, pushed under tables, sketchbooks taken home 
Free Time Activity: Students can draw/write ideas for mask project in their sketchbooks. This will also be part 
of homework assignment. Have all three views of mask in sketchbook by next class.  
 
Lesson Title: Soundsuits and Sculpture! 
Day: 2 of 5 
Technology Requirements: Smartboard/Projector, Computer - project one image of Soundsuit on board 
throughout class 
Art Supply Materials: Sketchbooks, Pencils, 5-gallon buckets (can be found at Home Depot), box cutters, 
scissors, cardboard boxes, masking tape 
Other Resource Requirements: 
Health or Safety Concerns: Use of scissors and box cutters to sculpt and shape structure.  
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: If student has issue cutting cardboard, ask student to draw out 
shapes on cardboard then ask other student to assist.  
Differentiation for Students Who Excel: Assist other students with cutting and constructing foundation of mask 
(especially for those who are struggling). 
Bellringer: Think about your personal history - events or specific moments that are important to you. Have you 
ever felt that you do not belong in a certain environment? When? Where? What made you feel that way? Sketch 
or write down those events/thoughts in your sketchbook.  
Motivational Activity/Strategy: Ask class to share some of their ideas from bellringer activity if willing. 
Remind students that Nick Cave originally created Soundsuits so identity of wearer was unknown. After 
sketching ideas for mask, what does the student want a viewer to know when looking at their work? Will the 
meaning of their piece be easy to identify? Is this important to them as the artist? 
Learning Activities: 
Bellringer (3-5 min) 
Motivational Strategy (10 min) 
Introduce Materials & Show Technique for construction of mask project (10 min): 

- 5 gallon bucket will be used as base while constructing framework of mask 
- cardboard boxes should be cut and taped to alter structure of box (to match reference sketches) 
- all cutting should be done ON TABLE and on a self-healing matte 
- cut holes for eyes, areas for armholes, etc. Easier to cut now than after there are layers of newspaper! 
- use balls of newspaper or other structure from cardboard to create bulges/sculptural elements of mask 
- if having trouble taping something to box, try cutting hole and then “lodging” piece of cardboard or 

newspaper into the hole - it will be more structurally sound this way 
 
Work Time! (20 min) 
While students begin to gather materials for their project, I will circulate the room to speak with students about 
their ideas and sketches and try to troubleshoot any issues I may foresee with their mask structure.  
Students begin working on construction of their masks. 
 



Cleanup (5 min) 
Cleanup Procedures: NAME should be on box and all loose pieces of cardboard, small scraps thrown in recycle 
bin, self-healing mattes in pile, sketchbooks left with instructor for grading, scissors and box cutters in 
appropriate containers, masking tape in bin, 5-gallon buckets placed to designated area in classroom 
Free Time Activity: students to remain working until cleanup time 
 
 
Lesson Title: Soundsuits and Sculpture! 
Day: 3 of 5 
Technology Requirements: Smartboard/Projector, Computer - project one image of Soundsuit on board 
throughout class 
Art Supply Materials: Sketchbooks, Pencils, 5-gallon buckets, Elmer’s Art Paste for paper mache, box cutters, 
scissors, cardboard boxes, newspaper strips 
Other Resource Requirements: 
Health or Safety Concerns: If student has allergy to Elmer’s Art Paste for paper-mache, student can use Mod 
Podge and brush to apply newspaper strips. 
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: If student has issue with texture of paper-mache, gloves can be worn 
during sculptural process or student can use brush to apply Mod Podge with newspaper strips.  
Differentiation for Students Who Excel: First student complete with sculptural design of mask can mix 
paper-mache slurry for other students and place in containers for distribution at tables. Assist other students 
with application of newspaper and paper-mache paste if fellow students are struggling. If application/sculptural 
process is easy for them, encourage student to spend more time on painting component of project - more detail 
can be given there.  
Bellringer: (Return sketchbooks to students upon arrival so they can complete bellringer).  
“What problems are you running into or do you anticipate with the construction of your mask?” 
Motivational Activity/Strategy: 
Learning Activities: 
Bellringer (2 min) 
Demo (3-5 min): 
Show students the appropriate amount of paper-mache paste to use with the newspaper strips. Demonstrate how 
to dip the newspaper into the solution, and then apply it to the cardboard structure, smoothing out any bumps 
and wrinkles. 
 
Project (35 min): 
Students continue working on sculptural armature for their masks. Once students are finished with construction 
(and drawing has been approved by teacher), they can go on to the paper-mache process.  
 
Clean up (5 min) 
Cleanup Procedures: Lids put on paper-mache slurry containers to be used again next class, name should be on 
box and all loose pieces of cardboard, small scraps thrown in recycle bin, self-healing mattes in pile, 
sketchbooks left with instructor for grading, scissors and box cutters in appropriate containers, masking tape in 
bin, 5-gallon buckets placed to designated area in classroom 
Free Time Activity: 
 
 
Lesson Title: Soundsuits and Sculpture! 
Day: 4 of 5  
Technology Requirements: Smartboard/Projector, Computer - project one image of Soundsuit on board 
throughout class 



Art Supply Materials: Sketchbooks, Pencils, 5-gallon buckets, Elmer’s Art Paste for paper mache, box cutters, 
scissors, cardboard boxes, newspaper strips, acrylic paints, brushes, water containers 
Other Resource Requirements: N/A 
Health or Safety Concerns: If student has allergy to Elmer’s Art Paste for paper-mache, student can use Mod 
Podge and brush to apply newspaper strips. 
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: If student has issue with texture of paper-mache, gloves can be worn 
during sculptural process or student can use brush to apply Mod Podge with newspaper strips.  
Differentiation for Students Who Excel:Assist other students with application of newspaper and paper-mache 
paste if fellow students are struggling. If application/sculptural process is easy for them, encourage student to 
spend more time on painting component of project - more detail can be given there. Encourage another sketch 
to be done if changing painted design drastically. 
Bellringer: Students can have access to supplies and begin working upon entering room.  
Motivational Activity/Strategy: Continue to think about identity and the idea of wearing a mask to conceal/hide 
the wearer’s identity. 
Learning Activities: 
Continue with application of newspaper onto the cardboard structure. Last day in-class to work on paper-mache 
process. If extra time is needed, come in after school. Next class period devoted entirely to painting (if masks 
are dry).  
Cleanup Procedures: Lids put on paper-mache slurry containers to be used again next class, name should be on 
box and all loose pieces of cardboard, small scraps thrown in recycle bin, self-healing mattes in pile, 
sketchbooks left with instructor for grading, scissors and box cutters in appropriate containers, masking tape in 
bin, 5-gallon buckets placed to designated area in classroom.  
For those painting: Brushes rinsed so water runs clear, brushes placed “tip up” in containers on sink, all acrylic 
paints with lids closed and back on shelves (in closet, etc), masks left on 5 gallon bucket to dry and carefully 
moved to designated area in classroom  
Free Time Activity:  
 
 
Lesson Title: Soundsuits and Sculpture! 
Day: 5 of 5 
Technology Requirements: Smartboard/Projector, Computer - project one image of Soundsuit on board 
throughout class 
Art Supply Materials: Sketchbooks, Pencils, 5-gallon buckets, acrylic paints, brushes, water containers, rags to 
wipe brushes 
Other Resource Requirements: 
Health or Safety Concerns: 
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: 
Differentiation for Students Who Excel: If finished painting, begin working on artist statement or assist another 
student on painting their mask. 
Bellringer: Give students access to materials upon entering classroom.  
Motivational Activity/Strategy: 
Learning Activities: 
Painting Day! 
Before ALL sections of mask are painted, leave two spots unpainted so that it can be moved over to side of 
room (if hard to access bottom of bucket and pick up). Once mask is moved, finish painting at drying location. 
 
Remind students that artist statement will be due at the beginning of next class.  
Requirements for artist statement: typed, size 12 font, double spaced, length = one page 
 



Cleanup (7 min) - Give 15 minute warning to move masks to designated area of classroom  
Cleanup Procedures: Brushes rinsed so water runs clear, brushes placed “tip up” in containers on sink, all 
acrylic paints with lids closed and back on shelves (in closet, etc), masks left on 5 gallon bucket to dry and 
carefully moved to designated area in classroom  
Free Time Activity: Help organize materials in classroom, particularly newspaper/cardboard that can be 
recycled. 
 
 
Lesson Title: A Narrative Self-Portrait 
Lesson Objectives 
Core Arts Standard(s): 
VA:Cr.1.2.6a Anchor Standard 1: Creating. Investigate - Plan - Make. Formulate an artistic investigation of 
personally relevant content for creating art. 
VA:Cr3.1.6a Anchor Standard 3: Refine and complete artistic work. Reflect - refine - continue. Reflect on 
whether personal artwork conveys the intended meaning and revise accordingly. 
VA:Pr6.1.6a Anchor Standard 6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work. Share. Assess, 
explain, and provide evidence of how museums or other venues reflect history and values of a community. 
VA:Cn11.1.6a Anchor Standard 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical 
context to deepen understanding. Analyze how art reflects changing times, traditions, resources, and cultural 
uses. 
Missouri Learning Standard(s): 
English Language Art: Writing 2.A. Approaching the Task as a Writer, Development. Follow a writing process 
to produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, style, and voice are appropriate 
to the task, purpose, and audience; develop writing with narrative, expository, and argumentative techniques. b. 
Expository: Develop informative/explanatory writing to examine a topic with relevant facts, examples, and 
details.  
Show-Me Standard(s): 
2. the principles and elements of different art forms 
Missouri GLE(s):  
Strand I: Product/Performance A. Subject Matter: Fine Art 
3. Communicate ideas about subject matter and themes in artworks created for various purposes 
Create original artwork using the following subjects: realistic portrait 
Strand I: Product/Performance B. Painting 1. Select and apply two-dimensional media, techniques, and 
processes to communicate ideas and solve visual art problems. Using opaque paint, overlap brush strokes to 
create a smooth and even area of color.  
Strand II: Elements and Principles F. Value 1. Select and use elements of art for their effect in communicating 
ideas through artwork. Identify and demonstrate color value (tints and shades) 
Strand II: Elements and Principles F. Proportion 2. Select and use principles of art for their effect in 
communicating ideas through artwork. Create facial features in realistic proportion.  
Strand III: Artistic Perceptions A. Art Criticism 2. Analyze and evaluate art using art vocabulary. Identify the 
type of artwork. Identify and explain symbolism or message communicated in an artwork. Match the artwork 
with an aesthetic theory: Showing a real or idealized image of life, expressing feelings, emphasis on elements 
and principles, serving a purpose in society or culture.  
Strand V: Historical and Cultural Contexts B. Characteristics of Artworks 1. Compare and contrast artworks 
from different historical time periods and/or cultures. Compare and contrast two artworks on: Time, Place, 
Subject matter, Media, Use of elements, Theme, Purpose of art in culture, Use of materials and technology. 
DOK Level: All levels present.  
Level One: Identify, Draw, List, Illustrate, Measure 
Level Two: Distinguish, Construct 
Level Three: Compare, Construct, Critique, Develop a logical argument, Revise 



Level Four: Analyze, Apply Concepts, Synthesize, Design, Critique 
Formative Assessment(s): Self-portrait painting project graded with accompanying rubric 
Number of Days in Lesson: 4 (5 if needed) 
Lesson Vocabulary: portraiture, primary/secondary/tertiary/complementary colors, narrative, facial proportions, 
perspective, point of view 
Artist(s) or Artwork(s) Being Covered: Amy Sherald, http://www.amysherald.com/ 
Students will look at these artists for homework: Mickalene Thomas, Kehinde Wiley, Kerry James Marshall  
Helpful sites to teach facial proportions: 
http://web.archive.org/web/20040618095545/http://www.lcusd.net/lchs/adiconti/Proportions%20of%20the%20
Fac1.pdf 
http://www.portrait-artist.org/face/index.html 
 
 
 
Lesson Title: A Narrative Self-Portrait  
Day: 1 of 4  
Technology Requirements: Computer, Smartboard/Projector 
Art Supply Materials: Sketchbooks, pencils, colored pencils  
Other Resource Requirements: N/A 
Health or Safety Concerns: N/A 
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: Encourage students to think more about the story they want to tell in 
their painting and worry less about facial proportions.  
Differentiation for Students Who Excel: Students can begin sketching ideas for their projects - thinking about 
the type of costume they want to wear or persona they want to be.  
Bellringer: In your sketchbook, make a list of artists who paint portraits.  
Motivational Activity/Strategy: Learn how narrative plays a role in portrait painting. Introduce students to the 
work of contemporary painter Amy Sherman and explain why she is significant within the context of art 
history. 
Learning Activities: 
Bellringer (2 min) 
Discuss bellringer as class:“Out of the artists you listed, do you know the racial identity of each artist?”  
Have students shout out names of artists as I list them on the board. Then as a class, we will go over the identity 
of these artists. (If many of the artists are white, this will help reiterate WHY we need to study artists that are 
not yet part of the history books.) (10 min) 
 
Introduce artist Amy Sherald (5-7 min) 
Watch videos and look at images on Smartboard 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeMtcV2i2Cw 
https://vimeo.com/82288095 
Amy Sherald asks her models to dress in a certain way before she photographs them. Why do think this is? 
How do the titles of her paintings change your ideas about the work?  
 
Introduce Assignment (10 min) 
Students will be painting a narrative self-portrait. They will think of a character or persona they wish to take on 
for this work - costumes are encouraged! This painting is to be done from life. Any paintings done from 
photographs will receive a failing grade. As budding artists, it is important for students to hone their skills and 
learn how to observe the effects of color and light in-person. Only highly skilled artists should use photographs 
as source material.  
Hand out rubric to students and go over it as class 

http://www.amysherald.com/
https://vimeo.com/82288095
http://web.archive.org/web/20040618095545/http://www.lcusd.net/lchs/adiconti/Proportions%20of%20the%20Fac1.pdf
http://www.portrait-artist.org/face/index.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20040618095545/http://www.lcusd.net/lchs/adiconti/Proportions%20of%20the%20Fac1.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eeMtcV2i2Cw


Show student examples of project 
 
Assign homework: (5 min) 
Bring in attire to work on self-portraits in class. 
Students should research the following African-American portrait painters: Mickalene Thomas, Kehinde Wiley, 
Kerry James Marshall. Looking at images of their work, what commonalities can you find with Amy Sherald’s 
work? What differences do you notice? *For extra credit, find videos of one of the three artists listed above 
speaking about their work. Write a one page summary describing why the artist uses portraiture.  
 
Work time (5 - 7 min) 
Students begin listing or sketching the type of attire or costume they plan to wear for the assignment.  
 
Cleanup (2 min) 
Cleanup Procedures: Pencils and colored pencils in dedicated containers, sketchbooks taken home  
Free Time Activity: Class photos taken wearing masks from Soundsuit lesson 
 
 
Lesson Title: A Narrative Self-Portrait  
Day: 2 of 4  
Technology Requirements: N/A 
Art Supply Materials: Sketchbooks, pencils, acrylic paints, watercolor paper, brushes, cups for water, rags to 
wipe brushes 
Other Resource Requirements: N/A 
Health or Safety Concerns: Students should know how to use paint properly - it needs to remain away from 
eyes, mouth, hair, etc. 
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: Encourage students to take notes or film my teacher demonstration 
with their phones for better recall later.  
Differentiation for Students Who Excel: If students want more of a challenge, I can supply larger sheets of 
watercolor paper for them. 
Bellringer: Write down three facts you learned about the other portrait artists you researched for homework.  
Motivational Activity/Strategy: Compare and contrast the work of contemporary artists. Use acrylic paints to 
learn about color theory. 
Learning Activities: 
Bellringer & Discussion on Bellringer (10 - 15 min) 
Review homework assignment with class and talk about how different artists portray the human face/figure. 
Teacher  Painting Demonstration (10 min) 
Review setup of work stations for painting project, how to mix paint, and proper cleanup procedures.  
 
Work Time (15 min) 
Using a mirror, students should begin drawing self-portrait prior to beginning painting. Recommend students 
complete thumbnails as well to determine best angle for the painting.  
 
Cleanup (5 min) 
Cleanup Procedures: Brushes washed and put away, painting rags left on rack to dry, paint palettes covered 
with aluminum foil, work on drying rack (if necessary), water cups dumped and stacked next to sink, pencils in 
container, sketchbooks taken home. 
Free Time Activity: Students should work on portraits until cleanup time. 
 
 



Lesson Title: A Narrative Self-Portrait  
Day: 3 of 4  
Technology Requirements: Computer, Smartboard/Projector 
Art Supply Materials: Sketchbooks, pencils, acrylic paints, watercolor paper, brushes, cups for water, rags to 
wipe brushes 
Other Resource Requirements: Have two images below projected side by side on board 
Health or Safety Concerns: Students should know how to use paint properly - it needs to remain away from 
eyes, mouth, hair, etc. 
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: 
Differentiation for Students Who Excel: 
Bellringer: “Looking at the two artworks on the board, please write down the similarities and differences on 
provided scrap paper.” (Collect papers after discussion to check for understanding). 
Show Kehinde Wiley’s Willem van Heythuysen alongside one of Rembrandt Peale’s George Washington 
portraits. 

                
Motivational Activity/Strategy: Students continue to learn how different artists portray the human figure and 
understand how time/place in history affects the context of artwork. 
Learning Activities: 
Bellringer (3 min) 
Discussion: Compare/contrast Kehinde Wiley’s and Rembrandt Peale’s paintings. Students use notes from 
bellringer. Talk about the historical context of each work. Does knowing the identity of the artists change the 
meaning of the painting? (10 - 15 min) 
Work Time (20 - 25 min): Continue work on portrait paintings 
Cleanup (5 min) 
Cleanup Procedures: Brushes washed and put away, painting rags left on rack to dry, paint palettes covered 
with aluminum foil, work on drying rack (if necessary), water cups dumped and stacked next to sink, pencils in 
container, sketchbooks taken home. 
Free Time Activity: Work on class weaving.  
 
 
Lesson Title: A Narrative Self-Portrait  
Day: 4 of 4 (Assess progress of class to determine if fifth work day is needed). 
Technology Requirements: N/A 
Art Supply Materials: Sketchbooks, pencils, acrylic paints, watercolor paper, brushes, cups for water, rags to 
wipe brushes 
Other Resource Requirements: N/A 
Health or Safety Concerns: Students should know how to use paint properly - it needs to remain away from 
eyes, mouth, hair, etc. 
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: Assist students if struggling with painting application/color mixing. 
Differentiation for Students Who Excel: Students can create frame using matte board for their portrait or can 
help instructor begin matting other student work. 



Bellringer: Get supplies and begin working upon entering room. 
Motivational Activity/Strategy: Students continue to learn about proportions and facial tones while working on 
self-portrait painting. 
Learning Activities: 
Work Time (40 min): Continue working on Narrative Self-Portrait project 
Cleanup (5 min) 
Cleanup Procedures: Brushes washed and put away, painting rags left on rack to dry, paint palettes covered 
with aluminum foil, work on drying rack (if necessary), water cups dumped and stacked next to sink, pencils in 
container, sketchbooks taken home. 
Free Time Activity: Work on class weaving.  
 
Lesson Title: Positive and Negative Space Silhouette 
Lesson Objectives 
Core Arts Standard(s): 
VA:Cr3.1.6a Anchor Standard 3: Refine and complete artistic work. Reflect - refine - continue. Reflect on 
whether personal artwork conveys the intended meaning and revise accordingly. 
VA:Re8.1.6a Anchor Standard 8: Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.  Interpret art by distinguishing 
between relevant and non-relevant contextual information and analyzing subject matter, characteristics of form 
and structure, and use of media to identify ideas and mood conveyed. 
VA:Cn11.1.6a Anchor Standard 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical 
context to deepen understanding. Analyze how art reflects changing times, traditions, resources, and cultural 
uses. 
Show-Me Standard(s): 
3. the vocabulary to explain perceptions about and evaluations of works in dance, music, theater and visual arts  
5. visual and performing arts in historical and cultural contexts 
Missouri GLE(s):  
Strand I: Product/Performance A. Drawing 1. Select and apply two-dimensional media, techniques, and 
processes to communicate ideas and solve challenging visual art problems. Use pencil or marker to draw a 
continuous line that describes an object from observation 
Strand II: Elements and Principles G. Space 1. Select and use elements of art for their effect in communicating 
ideas through artwork. Identify and use shape, line, and size contrast. 
Strand III: Artistic Perceptions A. Art Criticism 2. Analyze and evaluate art using art vocabulary. Identify the 
type of artwork. Identify and explain symbolism or message communicated in an artwork. Match the artwork 
with an aesthetic theory: Showing a real or idealized image of life, expressing feelings, emphasis on elements 
and principles, serving a purpose in society or culture.  
DOK Level: All levels present.  
Level One: Identify, Recognize, State, Tell, Arrange 
Level Two: Infer, Distinguish, Identify Patterns, Make Observations 
Level Three: Compare, Construct, Critique, Assess, Differentiate 
Level Four: Analyze, Apply Concepts, Synthesize, Design, Create, Prove 
Formative Assessment(s): Use of exit slips, Rubric pertaining to Positive and Negative Space Silhouette 
Number of Days in Lesson: 3 
Lesson Vocabulary: Identity, Silhouette, Positive/Negative Space,  
Artist(s) or Artwork(s) Being Covered: Kara Walker 
* Depending on the school culture, this project may need to be amended if some of Walker’s work is 
considered controversial. I do think this project would work best with high school students, although I tried to 
adapt it for the sixth grade age group. 
 
Lesson Title: Positive and Negative Space Silhouette  



Day: 1 of 3 
Technology Requirements: Computer, Projector/Smartboard 
Art Supply Materials: Sketchbooks, pencils 
Other Resource Requirements: 
Health or Safety Concerns: N/A 
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: Have students discuss answers regarding Walker’s work in small 
groups if they are uncomfortable sharing ideas with the entire class. 
Differentiation for Students Who Excel: Encourage them to write longer prompts in their sketchbooks. Can 
write their opinions or other comments on Walker’s work. 
Bellringer: “What is a silhouette? Write down your definition of positive and negative space.” Have students 
write these responses on a sheet of paper. At the end of class, they will answer the same question again, used as 
an exit slip to check for understanding. 
Motivational Activity/Strategy: Learn about the work of artist Kara Walker. Students will understand how a 
person’s identity can be heavily intertwined with historic events.  
Learning Activities: 
Bellringer (3 min) 
Provide context for project: (Total time: approx. 25 min) 
Show images of Walker’s work before telling students any information about the artist. (3 min) 
Personal reflection in sketchbooks from the following prompts: (3-4 min) 
What is going on in these images? Give at least 2 different interpretations while using details from the image to 
support your ideas.  
Show Kara Walker video (1:03) 
https://art21.org/watch/art-in-the-twenty-first-century/s2/kara-walker-in-season-2-of-art-in-the-twenty-first-cent
ury-2003-preview/  (Obtain longer version of Art21 video if available) 
Ask students to reflect on the following questions in their sketchbooks before class discussion: (5 min) 
After watching the Art 21 clip of Kara Walker, how have your thoughts changed about her artwork? Please 
explain your answer. 
How did Walker’s explanations of her artwork help you to gain a deeper understanding of her work?  
If you had to describe Walker’s work in three words, what would you say and why? 
Discussion with students after they have been given time to reflect individually. Go over the questions as a 
class and encourage other questions the students may have to be asked at this time. (10 - 20 min depending on 
flow of discussion) 
 
Introduction to the concepts of negative/positive space. (10 min) 
Talk about the formal elements of Walker’s work while viewing one of her pieces: 
What part of this image includes negative space? Which part is positive space? 
Can anyone tell me what they think those two words mean? 
What is a silhouette? Point out the areas in this piece that contain the silhouette or a person or object. 
 
Have students write response to Bellringer underneath their comments from earlier (or on the back side of the 
paper) (3-4 min) 
Cleanup Procedures: Sketchbooks taken home, pencils in containers in middle of table 
Free Time Activity: Students begin listing historical events, current events, or other issues that have affected 
them. Walker talks about the enslavement and mistreatment of black people in American history. Are there any 
issues you feel strongly about, particularly if it has affected you or members of your family directly? 
 
 
Lesson Title: Positive and Negative Space Silhouette  
Day: 2 of 3 

https://art21.org/watch/art-in-the-twenty-first-century/s2/kara-walker-in-season-2-of-art-in-the-twenty-first-century-2003-preview/
https://art21.org/watch/art-in-the-twenty-first-century/s2/kara-walker-in-season-2-of-art-in-the-twenty-first-century-2003-preview/


Technology Requirements: Computer, Projector/Smartboard 
Art Supply Materials: White and black drawing paper, pencils, erasers, glue, cutting mat, Exacto blade, and oil 
pastels 
Other Resource Requirements: Spot lamps to trace silhouettes 
Health or Safety Concerns: Use of scissors and xacto knife 
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: Encourage them to use scissors more than the Exacto blade if 
cutting proves to be an issue. Show different techniques to cut with scissors, like folding a piece of paper in half 
to cut a circle out of the middle of a shape. 
Differentiation for Students Who Excel: Encourage them to add more detailed elements to their composition. 
Oil pastels can be used to create a gradient as the background surface.  
Bellringer: List historical events, current events, or other issues that have affected you or your family.  
Motivational Activity/Strategy: Students will learn how the use of positive/negative shapes can be used to 
create a strong composition. They will think about their own identity and what they want to express within their 
composition after learning about the work of Kara Walker. 
Learning Activities: 
Bellringer (2 min) 
Introduce Project and Answer Questions: (5-7 min) 
Hand out  following description of project: 
Positive and Negative Space Silhouette 
Create a negative space silhouette of yourself using a projector against the wall. You will need a partner. Only 
focus on drawing the shape, not the outline of your partner’s face. Once you have completed the drawing you 
will cut and paste the study onto cardboard. Integrate additional positive and negative space studies (leaves, 
objects from nature, silhouettes of buildings, imagery that is relevant to your personal identity) onto the portrait 
to create a narrative about yourself. No use of line permitted. 
Steps: 

1. Have a classmate draw your profile onto the paper. Cut the paper using an Exacto blade. Make sure to 
capture the precise edges of your partner’s face: lips, nose, eyelashes and hair. 

2. Next, cut out the portrait using an Exacto Blade. Follow the teacher’s instructions and guidelines for 
safety. 

3. Glue the portrait onto the provided cardboard. You have multiple color options. 
4. Create an additional series of positive and negative space studies using pencil and paper. Cut the paper 

and glue to the project. 
5. Use oil pastel selectively to emphasize shape, form and the narrative of your piece. Consider emphasis, 

harmony, balance, unity and movement when placing additional cut-outs on the portrait. 
Criteria/Rubric: 

1. You must draw the negative space surrounding the objects and not the outline of the objects themselves. 
2. Create your drawing in pencil. Make sure that your liens are not too heavy. 
3. Fill up the space of the paper-have your drawing extend off of all edges of it. Do not leave a lot of white 

empty space. 
4. Be detailed and accurate. 
5. Be proportionate. 
6. Consider your composition. Play with the shapes before you begin glueing. Have activity in your picture 

plane. 
7. Put forth effort and do not take the easy way out. 
8. Craftsmanship and skill of hand are key. Cut slowly with Exacto knife. 

 
Work Time! (30 min)  Students will most likely only trace silhouettes of begin cutting during this class period.  
Cleanup (5 - 7 min) 
Cleanup Procedures: Paper scraps in recycle bin, Pencils, erasers and glue placed in corresponding containers, 



Exacto blades MUST HAVE LID before put in containers. Any blade without a cap will result in the deduction 
of a letter grade on this project. Oil pastels put in boxes and placed on appropriate shelf.  
Free Time Activity: Sketch different color schemes for background of composition in sketchbook. Do a few 
thumbnails to decide which hues will work best.  
 
 
Lesson Title: Positive and Negative Space Silhouette  
Day: 3 of 3 (additional day added depending on progress of students) 
Technology Requirements: N/A 
Art Supply Materials: White and black drawing paper, pencils, erasers, glue, cutting mat, Exacto blade, and oil 
pastels 
Other Resource Requirements: Spot lamps to trace silhouettes although students should have completed that 
step. Will be available in case a student was absent.  
Health or Safety Concerns: Use of scissors and xacto knife 
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: Encourage them to use scissors more than the Exacto blade if 
cutting proves to be an issue.  
Differentiation for Students Who Excel: Encourage them to add more detailed elements to their composition. 
Oil pastels can be used to create a gradient as the background surface. Begin work on their artist statement if 
finished with project before end of class.  
Bellringer: Begin obtaining supplies to immediately begin work on project.  
Motivational Activity/Strategy: Students will learn how the use of positive/negative shapes can be used to 
create a strong composition. They will think about their own identity and what they want to express within their 
composition after learning about the work of Kara Walker. 
Learning Activities: (40 min) 
Student will use entire period to continue work on the Positive and Negative Space Silhouette project. Any 
projects not finished in class must be completed as homework. Projects due at the beginning of next class. 
Cleanup (5-7 min) 
Cleanup Procedures: Paper scraps in recycle bin, Pencils, erasers and glue placed in corresponding containers, 
Exacto blades MUST HAVE LID before put in containers. Any blade without a cap will result in the deduction 
of a letter grade on this project. Oil pastels put in boxes and placed on appropriate shelf.  
Free Time Activity: Begin artist statement worksheet provided by instructor. 
 
Lesson Title: The Poster Project  
Lesson Objectives 
Core Arts Standard(s): 
VA:Cr3.1.6a Anchor Standard 3: Refine and complete artistic work. Reflect on whether personal artwork 
conveys the intended meaning and revise accordingly. 
VA:Re.7.2.6a Anchor Standard 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work. Analyze ways that visual components 
and cultural associations suggested by images influence ideas, emotions, and actions. 
VA:Cn11.1.6a Anchor Standard 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical 
context to deepen understanding. Analyze how art reflects changing times, traditions, resources, and cultural 
uses. 
Missouri Learning Standard(s): 
English Language Art: Writing 2.A. Approaching the Task as a Writer, Development. Follow a writing process 
to produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, style, and voice are appropriate 
to the task, purpose, and audience; develop writing with narrative, expository, and argumentative techniques. b. 
Expository: Develop informative/explanatory writing to examine a topic with relevant facts, examples, and 
details.  
Show-Me Standard(s): 



2. the principles and elements of different art forms 
5. visual and performing arts in historical and cultural contexts 
Missouri GLE(s):  
Strand I: Product/Performance B. Subject Matter: Functional Art 3. Communicate ideas about subject matter 
and themes in artworks created for various purposes. Illustrate text.  
Strand I: Product/Performance C. Theme 3. Communicate ideas about subject matter and themes in artworks 
created for various purposes. Create an original artwork that communicates ideas about the following theme: 
personal identity.  
Strand II: Elements and Principles B. Shapes 1. Select and use elements of art for their effect in communicating 
ideas through artwork. Identify and use complex shapes such as people, animals and vehicles. 
Strand III: Artistic Perceptions A. Art Criticism 2. Analyze and evaluate art using art vocabulary. Identify the 
type of artwork. Identify and explain symbolism or message communicated in an artwork. Match the artwork 
with an aesthetic theory: Showing a real or idealized image of life, expressing feelings, emphasis on elements 
and principles, serving a purpose in society or culture.  
DOK Level: All levels present.  
Level One: Identify, Name, Recognize, Define, Illustrate 
Level Two: Infer, Relate, Modify, Interpret, Use Context Clues 
Level Three: Compare, Construct, Critique, Hypothesize 
Level Four: Analyze, Connect, Synthesize, Design, Create 
Formative Assessment(s): Final Poster assignment with accompanying rubric and artist statement 
Number of Days in Lesson: 3 
Lesson Vocabulary: Immigration, Collaboration, Collage, Accessibility 
Artist(s) or Artwork(s) Being Covered: Louis Cameron  
https://www.posterprojectpresents.net/rajkamal-kahlon 
 
 
 
Lesson Title: The Poster Project 
Day: 1 of 3 
Technology Requirements: Computer, Projector/Smartboard 
Art Supply Materials: Sketchbooks, pencils, newspapers, magazines, colored pencils, scissors, glue 
Other Resource Requirements: iPhone, iPad, or other electronic device to be used at home for recording 
Health or Safety Concerns: Use of scissors 
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: For students that may find it hard to tell the story of their family, 
especially if it is an emotional topic for the student, encourage them to do a narrative about a positive 
experience or memory.  
Differentiation for Students Who Excel: Ask the student to write or draw words to describe the dynamics of 
their family or family history. 
Bellringer: Do you know how your relatives came to the United States? Share this story with your partner. 
Motivational Activity/Strategy: Show students The Poster Series by Louis Cameron, specifically the 
Immigration portfolio. Students will learn about the term collaboration and understand how an artist’s 
background or personal story influences their work. 
Learning Activities: 
Bellringer (2 min) 
Look at the work of Louis Cameron and explain his Poster Project to students (10 min) 
Cameron thought of the idea for this series of posters and then asked other artists to collaborate by making their 
own posters. Talk about the idea of collaboration and how the artist seeks to make the work accessible to wider 
audiences. Review artwork and background of other artists participating in the project. 
 

https://www.posterprojectpresents.net/rajkamal-kahlon


Introduce Project (7-10 min) 
Students will create a poster that speaks about the history of their family. Students will have access to various 
materials to complete this assignment. The final project should clearly state one main concept or idea, be 
careful about cluttering the composition with too much information! 
Potential ideas include:  
How your family came to the United States 
Location of your family before they immigrated to the U.S. 
Narrative of story told by a family member 
 
Work Time (30 min) 
Students write down concepts/ideas for at least five minutes before looking for imagery. 
Students begin to look for images and words in magazines and newspapers that might be used for final project. 
The process of searching for a particular image might cause them to find something else and ignite another idea 
for their project.  
Teacher circulates room as students begin working to ask if they already have an idea for this project. 
 
Cleanup (5 min) 
Homework assignment: Ask one of your relatives the story of how your ancestors got to the United States. 
Record the family member’s story using the Voice Memos app on your iPhone, iPad, or other compatible voice 
recording app on an electronic device. If you do not have access to this technology, write down the key facts 
from your conversation with a family member. 
Cleanup Procedures: Paper scraps in recycle bin, images to be used by student put in ziploc bag with student’s 
name written in Sharpie marker, magazines and newspapers returned to allocated bin, scissors, glue, pencils and 
colored pencils all placed in labeled containers, sketchbooks taken home. 
Free Time Activity: Draw in sketchbooks or work on class weaving.  
 
 
Lesson Title: The Poster Project 
Day: 2 of 3 
Technology Requirements: Computer, Projector/Smartboard to display Bellringer question 
Art Supply Materials: Sketchbooks, pencils, newspapers, magazines, colored pencils, scissors, glue, 
construction paper, mat board 
Other Resource Requirements:  iPhone, iPad, or other electronic device to be used at home for recording 
Health or Safety Concerns: scissors 
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: Encourage students to carefully plan out composition before glueing 
onto final compositions.  
Differentiation for Students Who Excel: If students complete posters quickly, they can work on a second poster, 
assist a friend with finding collage images for their project, or work on class collective weaving project.  
Bellringer: What did you learn about your family history after speaking with a family member? Did any of the 
information surprise you? If so, explain.  
Motivational Activity/Strategy: Students will think about how their personal background and family history can 
be illustrated in the content of a poster.  
Learning Activities: 
Bellringer (3 min) 
 
Work Time (35 min) 
Before students obtain necessary supplies, have them sketch two different ideas for their final compositions. 
Those pages must be open as teacher circulates room to make sure everyone has a plan regarding their final 
composition. Teacher will also check for audio file on electronic device containing family interview. 



Participation grade for the recording will be given. 
After ideas are in sketchbook, students can gather supplies to continue work on composition. Sheets of 
matboard will be handed to every member of class so they can begin glueing materials to the final piece. 
 
Cleanup (5-7 min) 
Cleanup Procedures: Paper scraps in recycle bin, images to be used by student put in ziploc bag with student’s 
name written in Sharpie marker, magazines and newspapers returned to allocated bin, scissors, glue, pencils and 
colored pencils all placed in labeled containers, sketchbooks taken home. Pieces with wet glue need to be 
placed on drying rack. 
Free Time Activity: Draw in sketchbooks or work on class weaving.  
 
 
Lesson Title: The Poster Project 
Day: 3 of 3 
Technology Requirements: N/A 
Art Supply Materials: Sketchbooks, pencils, newspapers, magazines, colored pencils, scissors, glue, 
construction paper, mat board 
Other Resource Requirements: N/A 
Health or Safety Concerns: use of scissors/xacto knives (if needed) 
Differentiation for Students Who Struggle: If students are having trouble finishing project on time, remind them 
that assignment can be taken home or they can come in after school to finish poster.  
Differentiation for Students Who Excel: Begin artist statement explaining how poster illustrates personal family 
history/background. 
Bellringer: Students begin working as soon as they enter the room.  
Motivational Activity/Strategy: Students will continue to think about their personal background and family 
history has been illustrated in the content of their poster.  
Learning Activities: 
Work Time (40 min): Finish up work on poster and begin artist statement. (Statement to be completed as 
homework and turned in at beginning of next class). 
Cleanup (5 min) 
Cleanup Procedures: Paper scraps in recycle bin, images to be used by student put in ziploc bag with student’s 
name written in Sharpie marker, magazines and newspapers returned to allocated bin, scissors, glue, pencils and 
colored pencils all placed in labeled containers, sketchbooks taken home. If dry, finished pieces stacked next to 
teacher’s desk. 
Free Time Activity: Draw in sketchbooks or work on class weaving.  
 
 
Good resources related to this unit: 
Kerry James Marshall (13:26) 
https://art21.org/watch/art-in-the-twenty-first-century/s1/kerry-james-marshall-in-identity-segment/ 
 
Seattle Art Museum Lesson Plan Based on Nick Cave Soundsuits 
http://www.seattleartmuseum.org/Documents/NickCaveResourceGuide.pdf 
 
Emerging Black Contemporary Artists 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/02/26/black-artists-under-40-contemporary-painters-sculptors-performanc
e-race-representation-art_n_2725639.html?slideshow=true#gallery/277529/29 
 

http://www.seattleartmuseum.org/Documents/NickCaveResourceGuide.pdf
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/02/26/black-artists-under-40-contemporary-painters-sculptors-performance-race-representation-art_n_2725639.html?slideshow=true#gallery/277529/29
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/02/26/black-artists-under-40-contemporary-painters-sculptors-performance-race-representation-art_n_2725639.html?slideshow=true#gallery/277529/29
https://art21.org/watch/art-in-the-twenty-first-century/s1/kerry-james-marshall-in-identity-segment/

